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“The master and the man must change places
for a season”: Untangling Historical Narratives
of Race and Loyalty in The Spy
By David N. Gellman (DePauw University)
“The master and the man must change places for a season,”
declares Harvey Birch as he orchestrates the rescue of the young
American-born British officer, Captain Henry Wharton, from being
ignobly hanged as a spy. This bit of philosophical prose-poetry quickly
gives way to the urgent work at hand—transforming a young white
officer into the likeness of his family’s elderly Black slave Caesar
Thompson. Thus, Birch, a spy whose loyalty to the cause of American
independence ran so deep that he accepts a life of obloquy rather than
reveal his deep cover, cajoles master and man to play along with his
life-saving, race-changing hoax. Birch expertly assembles his materials,
including a “mask…stuffed and shaped in such a manner as to
preserve the peculiarities, as well as the colour, of the African visage”
and a “wig…so artfully formed of black and white wool” that Caesar,
despite earlier objecting to “sich a lip” on the mask, approves. Birch
instructs Caesar, who is to be left behind in the guarded tent wearing
Wharton’s clothes and a wig, that under no circumstances is he to
speak “or you will betray all.” Although Caesar’s actual identity is soon
discovered, the scheme holds up long enough for Wharton to escape
the noose his patriot captors prepare for him.1
The scene of racial imposture comes at a pivotal moment in the
narrative. Absent the successful race-switching ruse, the plot would
take a very different course, with the consequence that Birch’s covert
heroics on behalf of the Revolution would be swallowed up by a story
of a family tragically coming to terms with what would have been
Captain Wharton’s death. Instead, Birch and Caesar save Wharton, so
that Birch’s selflessness can play out against the background of the
family’s and the nation’s future.
The Spy, published at the very end of 1821, was one of the first
American novels to take on the Revolutionary War as its primary and
explicit subject matter. Its success touched off a boom in American
historical novel-writing. Much of this effusion focused on the era of
the founding, a thematic landscape rich in possibility.2 The novel
explores themes of character, self-sacrifice, honor, and duty, as well as
façades worn and identities threatened in the revolutionary crucible.
Yet even Cooper scholars specifically charting these themes skip past
Caesar’s crucial role.3 Caesar’s role in this story of false fronts and
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negotiated identities merits further investigation because Cooper’s
construction of the new nation’s racialized history through the
character of Caesar bears a problematic relationship to actual events
and real people.4 Cooper’s racial and historical sleight-of-hand
sanitized the role of Black resistance in the actual revolutionary
struggle while contributing to the racialized imagery of his own time.5
The view that The Spy provides on Cooper’s ideas about slavery,
race, and emancipation sharpens further when we consider the racial
politics at the time he wrote the novel in combination with his
relationship to the Jay family. The Jay family’s slaveholding and their
abolitionism place Caesar’s masquerade in a new light. It has long been
known that reminiscences shared with Cooper by John Jay, retired
New York revolutionary politician and prominent founding father,
played a crucial role in priming Cooper’s imagination to write the
novel.6 Connections between the Jays and Cooper, however, run far
deeper—with specific implications for the meanings Cooper assigned
to the Caesar character and even the novel more generally. Cooper’s
friendship with William Jay, John Jay’s second son, began in
childhood. He also would develop a friendship with John Jay’s older son
Peter Augustus Jay. Cooper lived not far from John Jay’s older brother,
Peter Jay.7 The Jay family, which mixed a history of slaveholding with a
commitment to gradual emancipation, owned an enslaved man named
Caesar, later acquiring the full name Caesar Valentine.
This essay suggests that it is plausible that Cooper modeled, at
least in part, his character Caesar on the Caesar who served the Jays.8
But if the use of the name Caesar in the novel was mere coincidence,
the juxtaposition of the biography of the historical Caesar Valentine
and Cooper’s fictional Caesar Thompson still underscores Cooper’s
effacement of African American initiative in the nation’s revolutionary
past and his ignorance of their aspirations in the 1810s and 1820s. The
Spy was published in the same year that the Missouri Crisis over
slavery and citizenship drew to a close and that produced a New York
State constitution drawing a sharp distinction between Black and white
voters. The commitment of the Jay family to Black emancipation and
Black citizenship contrasts markedly with The Spy’s deep skepticism that
there was room for free Black people even in a world where northern
slavery, Cooper anticipated, would become a fading memory.9
Cooper’s pivotal scene of temporarily exchanged racial identities
masks the complicated allegiances forged by the enslaved, by freed
people, and by their white allies during the age of revolution that was
coming to an end at the time he published the novel. The stereotypes
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he etched into his Caesar character would continue to resonate in the
popular culture, obscuring more complex histories.10 The literary and
cultural paths forged by The Spy emerged from Cooper’s selective
perception of African Americans in his midst and of events with
menacing implications for African American status in the nineteenthcentury U.S.
The character Caesar Thompson embodies loyalty in a novel all
about the paradoxical claims of revolutionary-era loyalty. In
Westchester County, irregular paramilitaries—the Cow-boys and
Skinners—loosely affiliated with the armies sought advantage in the
strategic stretch of land between British-occupied New York City and
the lower Hudson River Valley. Violence and uncertainty marked the
lives of the hard-pressed inhabitants of Westchester County.11 In this
“neutral ground,” loyalty and duty came under pressure from many
directions, making it an ideal setting for Cooper to explore themes of
character, sacrifice, and the making of painfully difficult decisions
about personal honor and national duty.12
In some respects, Caesar’s identity is almost wholly absorbed into
that of his master, Captain Wharton. The pivotal scene in which he
facilitates his master’s escape advances physical and verbal racial
stereotypes even as Caesar embodies unconditional loyalty.13 Thus,
Caesar is prepared and well-suited to make the switch plotted by Birch
because his ego has largely been subsumed already. Caesar’s loyalty also
disposes him toward unambiguous identification with the crown—to
the point that he turns a blind eye to the Cow-Boys, who roamed the
neutral ground committing depredations in the king’s name.14
Caesar’s devotion to the British stays constant even though the
family he serves is divided, with one daughter sympathetic to the
patriots, the other to the crown, the father neutral, and the son serving
the British. Exposure to real combat puts Caesar in his place. He quickly
ducks for cover when bullets fly. Cooper’s portrayals of physical
cowardice are made with simple comic gestures and facile
condescension rather than a sympathetic recognition that this vulnerable
figure might have experienced actual physical abuse or known others
who did. Caesar’s teeth chatter when he thinks he is in the presence of
ghosts or real physical danger.15
Although Caesar does not view all whites as his superiors, the
limits of his ability to defend himself against racial slights are clearly
marked. When, early in the novel, Birch, whom Caesar finds
contemptible because he appears to be a mere peddler, casually refers
in Caesar’s presence to “the niggars to the south,” the enslaved man
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responds, “No more niggar than be yourself, Mister Birch.” But then
Caesar’s mistress, Sarah Wharton, seeks to calm him: “’Hush,
Caesar—hush—never mind it now,’ said Sarah Wharton
soothingly….” Her gentle commands to the enslaved Black man rather
than the free white man shows how limited his range of action is.
Caesar fully understands this, as his response reveals: “A black man so
good as white, Miss Sally…so long as he behave heself.”16
While some scholars have highlighted the fact that Caesar’s
speaking up is a sign of Cooper’s awareness of Black self-assertion in
the age of northern emancipation, Caesar clearly poses no threat to
white authority. His reading of the situation speaks more loudly than
his complaint.17 In the pivotal identity-swapping scene described at the
beginning of this essay, Caesar “grumbled” about Birch’s comment
that Caesar must not talk, replying to Birch’s warning, “I s’pose
Harvey tink a color’d man an’t got a tongue like oder folk[.]” But, as
the narrator points out, “he took the station assigned to him” all the
same. He does so out of loyalty to Henry Wharton and because he has
no other choice. His “station” is “assigned to him” no less in the ruse
than in his everyday existence. Moreover, his very reply, marked by his
distinctive accent—“s’pose,” “tink,” “oder folk”—makes precisely
Birch’s point. The disguise cannot mask his tell-tale dialect that marks
him off from the white speakers.18
Thematically, Caesar functions as a foil for his verbal antagonist,
the peddler-spy Birch, rather than for Capt. Wharton, for whom he
briefly masquerades. Both Birch the spy and Caesar the slave don
disguises in the service of a greater cause. Birch never discloses his true
patriotic identity, even decades after the war. Birch’s secret identity is
set up as a product of choices he has made; he even selflessly declines
to accept a fee for his services. Caesar’s very status is defined by his
lack of any claim to monetary compensation.19 Both Birch and Caesar
take risks to rescue a loyalist officer, Capt. Wharton—Birch upholding
the larger nobility of the patriot commitment to a just war, Caesar out
of a deeply engrained personal loyalty.20 Cooper identifies Caesar as
“man” to Wharton’s “master,” but it is Birch, not Caesar, who
achieves full manhood through self-effacing acts which express a
complex, but deeply felt set of patriotic commitments.21
Caesar’s very name represents a case of mistaken identity, with the
entire slave society in on the joke; this Caesar is master of no one, not
even himself, devoid of ambition, destined to serve and follow, never
to lead. Cooper expresses some ambivalence about the cultural jest
and how much he should shield Caesar from scorn. The narrator
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proclaims shortly after the slave is introduced into the plot that the
name Caesar is “in mockery of his degraded state,” not in mockery of
the man himself. Commenting on Caesar’s physical limitations, the
narrator assures the reader “the heart of Caesar Thompson was in the
right place, and, we doubt not, of very just dimensions.”22
Yet, later in the novel, when Cooper might celebrate Caesar’s
heart, he instead literally uses Caesar’s head and its contents as a punch
line. Henry Wharton and Caesar Thompson pull off the racial
masquerade long enough to effect the white man’s rescue. But Caesar’s
cover is soon blown, leading to a rough interrogation. As the patriot
dragoons leave him behind in order that they may give chase to
Wharton and Birch, Caesar assesses his wounds. The narrator closes
the chapter with the racist aside, “Happily for himself, he had alighted
on his head, and consequently sustained no material damage.”23 That
Caesar, who aided and abetted a treasonous getaway, undergoes no
further examination, let alone a trial for treason further confirms that
the actions of a slave have no political meaning, or at least none for
which he can be held responsible.
In general, Cooper’s Caesar takes a simple view of even the larger
question of the origins of the institution that defines and degrades
him. In tell-tale dialect found in the anti-Black public satire of the era
and the stock humor of published anecdotes about Black people
common for at least a generation previous to Cooper’s novel, he
cautions a white servant about the dangers of curiosity: “dere much
mischief come of curiosity. If dere had nebber been a man curious to
see Africa, dere would be no colour people out of deir own country.”
Even the evils of the slave trade provide a lesson in humility for
subordinated people.24 Cooper’s portrayal of Caesar trades on
stereotypes similar to the sharply racist “bobalition” broadsides of the
early nineteenth century, satires of Black men donning military-style
uniforms and parading through northern city streets to celebrate
critical events like the U.S. withdrawal from the international slave
trade.25 For Cooper as for his contemporary “bobalition” race-baiters,
Black men simply cannot disguise their inferiority by dressing like their
alleged social and racial betters. Attempts to address the single vitally
important social facts—slavery and freedom—provoke contempt
dressed in racist humor. Cooper and the “bobalition” broadsides,
moreover, prefigure blackface minstrelsy stage performance.26
Far from limiting himself to dismissively racist humor when
contemplating Black slavery and Black emancipation, Cooper also used
his Caesar character as a springboard for direct commentary on the
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consequences of emancipation at the time of the novel’s composition.
These reflections make clear Cooper’s skepticism that Black people
were suited for freedom at precisely the moment in history when New
York, the northern state most deeply enmeshed in domestic slavery at
the time of the Revolution, was moving toward a final legal abolition
of the practice.27 In three separate extended passages, the narrator
ruminates on race during the revolutionary conflict and in the halfcentury since the revolution.
Early in the novel, the narrator clears up some confusion that he
imagines Caesar’s laudable character might occasion for the reader:
The race of blacks of which Caesar was a favourable specimen
is becoming very rare. The old family servant, who, born and
reared in the dwelling of his master, identified himself with the
welfare of those whom it was his lot to serve, is giving place in
every direction to that vagrant class which has sprung up within
the last thirty years, and whose members roam through the
country unfettered by principles, and uninfluenced by
attachments. For it is one of the curses of slavery, that its
victims become incompetent to the attributes of a freeman.28
Blacks, Cooper-as-narrator asserts, were well suited for service, but the
institution had warped the character of former bondspeople.
Emancipation did not make them truly free, let alone equal to whites.
Perhaps subsequent generations could outrun this curse, but in the
context of Cooper’s other commentary in the novel, this does not
seem to be what he expected.29
To be sure, Cooper recognizes in his novel that some sort of
emancipation was necessary to vindicate the American cause. Thus,
Cooper inserts a substantial dialogue in which a patriot, in the form of
Doctor Sitgreaves, is challenged to defend the American cause against
the charge of hypocrisy for bemoaning British supposed political
enslavement of the colonists while perpetuating literal enslavement of
Africans and their descendants. Sitgreaves answers his English
interlocutor by mapping out the new nation’s future: “doubtless, as we
advance, the manumission of our slaves will accompany us, until
happily these fair regions shall exist, without a single image of the
Creator that is held” in bondage. Cooper the narrator praises
Sitgreaves as prophetic, implicitly foreshadowing such legislation as
New York’s 1799 gradual emancipation law and, more to the point,
New York’s 1817 law which declared an end to slavery in the state as
of July 4, 1827. Sitgreaves’s prediction, of course, only works in the
“fair regions” of the mid-Atlantic and New England, where it could at
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least be argued that various forms of abolition resolved the paradox of
slaveholding colonies waging a revolution under the banner of “all
men are created equal.”30
Cooper, however, as the end of the novel makes clear, would just
as soon conjure Black freedom out of existence. As noted, early in the
novel, he indicated that slavery ruined the ability of the formerly
enslaved to function as free people. In the final chapter, American
slavery and ongoing anti-Black racism make one last appearance. The
nephew of Capt. Henry Wharton fortuitously encounters the now-quiteaged Birch near Niagara Falls during the War of 1812. The young Capt.
Wharton Dunwoodie recounts that his mother Frances, after marrying
the dashing patriot officer Peyton Dunwoodie, moved to Virginia,
bringing Caesar with her. The young Capt. Dunwoodie recalled that
Caesar helped his Uncle Henry “in some difficulty that occurred in the
old war” and that “his mother always speaks of him [Caesar] with great
affection.” And, true to his identification with his owner, Caesar “died
the same year with his master,” Frances’s elderly father.31
Dunwoodie’s clouded memory, given Caesar’s crucial role in the
plot, is revealing. The ideal slave, the ideal northern slave, is one of
whom memory fades. This passage serves as a counterpart, one of a
pair of bookends, to Cooper’s introduction of Caesar at the beginning
of the novel as a vanishing type. The memory of the white-face/blackface identity swap is lost, as is any notion of true equality in
accordance with the revolution’s egalitarian principles. Cooper, in
essence, asks: Who, in 1814 or 1821, would believe that a Black man
and a white man deliberately exchanged places to safeguard the life of
the innocent—if politically misguided—white man? As for the future
of slavery itself, the fruits of gradual manumission that Dr. Sitgreaves
prophetically promised, clearly those only grew in a northern vineyard.
In order to live his life to the end as an ego-subordinating slave, Caesar
had, in terms of the novel’s epilogue, to move to Virginia, a more
appropriate resting place for a man of his dying, disappearing kind
because he could live out the balance of his life as a slave rather than
as an allegedly problematic free man.32 While Cooper engaged in a bit
of wish fulfillment, he also, alarmingly if unintentionally, provided a
domesticated description of the process by which an untold but large
number of Black northerners were shipped—illegally—to the slave
South as a way of extracting value out of human property before the
lengthy process of northern abolition finished playing out.33
Remarkably, Cooper’s comments anticipated the speeches of the
delegates to New York’s 1821 Constitutional Convention as they also
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cast an eye across the historical landscape to determine whether the
revolutionary past required future racial equality in New York, the
North, and the nation. I say anticipated because, with the exception of
the climactic Henry Wharton-Caesar Thompson identity swap, all the
scenes and comments on slavery and race were written before the
New York convention took up the issues of slavery and the voting
rights of Black men.34 A proposal to confirm the process of gradual
emancipation, well underway in New York by 1821, prompted one
delegate to note “that this resolution would turn slaves out of the
warm kitchens of the farmers, where they had lived comfortably, to
perish in hovels.” Col. Samuel Young of Saratoga County shared the
same judgment as Cooper about free Blacks, albeit even more bluntly
and with a more explicitly political purpose of denying free Black men
the vote: “At present emancipate and protect them; but withhold that
privilege which they will inevitably abuse. Look to your jails and
penitentiaries. By whom are they filled? By the very race, whom it is
now proposed to cloth with the power of deciding upon your political
rights.”35 Like Cooper’s Dr. Sitgreaves, the delegates to the
Convention viewed the abolition of slavery in the North as inevitable.
Like Cooper, they denied equal citizenship would or should follow.
Even some of those prominent members of the Convention with
a record of advocating on behalf of African American freedom were,
like Cooper’s narrator, more inclined to quietly usher the memory of
slavery and Black agency from view. Rufus King, who had played a
leading role in the battle against admitting Missouri as a slave state,
argued that New York’s state constitution should make no mention of
slavery so that “it may hereafter be forgotten that slavery once existed
in the state.”36 Daniel D. Tompkins, who as governor of the state in
1817 had successfully persuaded the legislature to fix July 4, 1827 as
the end of slavery in New York, shared Cooper’s assumption about
free Blacks, labelling them as “a class confessedly degraded, ignorant
and vicious.” He juxtaposed white veterans of the War of 1812 “who
shed…blood in the defense of your soil” with allegedly unworthy
African Americans.37 Cooper tapped into the spirit of the times in
New York and elsewhere in the North and the upper South, which
had turned hostile to Black citizenship—including voting rights
exercised by Black men.38
Not everyone at the 1821 Convention was willing to so readily
repudiate the egalitarian racial implications of the revolution. Most
notably, Peter Augustus Jay, John Jay’s eldest son, vociferously
protested disfranchisement as betraying “the spirit of our institutions.”
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As everyone at the convention knew, free Black men possessed the
right to vote in New York at the time of the convention. Republican
Party-backed laws in the 1810s had make it more difficult for Blacks to
vote, not to deny them the ballot outright like some at the 1821
convention sought to do.39 Like Cooper, Young, and others, Peter
Augustus Jay conceded that Blacks often found themselves
unequipped for freedom. But his own observations made him see the
future in very different, far less racist terms. Jay asserted the “state of
things is fast passing away” and that schools set up for free Blacks
revealed “a thirst for instruction, and a progress in learning, seldom to
be seen in the other schools of this state.” Jay’s hopes for an
improvement in white attitudes was equally sanguine, as he noted “with
the diminution of slavery, the prejudice [against Blacks] has already
diminished, and, when slavery shall be no longer known among us,”
prejudice “will perhaps disappear.”40 Jay highlighted the “progress” of a
rising generation of African Americans at the same moment that Cooper
was finishing up a novel suggesting that the slave past and allegedly
inherent deficiencies unsuited them for freedom, expressing nostalgia
for the likes of the humble, ever-loyal Caesar Thompson.
The sharp contrast between Peter Augustus Jay and Cooper is
crucial for understanding the particular alchemy of The Spy with regard
to race and revolutionary memory, as well as highlighting divergent
understandings of gradual emancipation’s purposes and prospects in a
country wrestling with the institution’s national future. Jay’s remarks
barely scratch the surface of how his very prominent founding father
and their extended family experienced Black resistance and Black
loyalty during the long transition to abolition. Ironies and
interconnections abound.
The intimacy of the Jays and the Coopers spans generations.
James Fenimore Cooper’s father William was a key frontier supporter
and advocate of the New York Federalist Party for which John Jay
served as standard bearer. Their sons William and James together
attended St. Peter’s Rectory in Albany before moving on to Yale
College; they formed a friendship during their adolescence that lasted a
lifetime. Peter Augustus Jay, William’s older brother, was, in addition
to being Cooper’s friend, his attorney in a bitter financial dispute that
came to a head in the mid-1820s. Although the Jays had a far stronger
hold than the Coopers on elite status within the interlocking New
York worlds of wealth, political influence, and genealogy, the families’
spheres overlapped substantially. As a family friend, Cooper trusted
the Jays enough to present the manuscript for his first, less successful
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novel Precaution to the Jay clan at the Jay home in Bedford, New York.
The Jays encouraged him to continue writing. When Cooper decided
to write a second novel, he recalled the story of clandestine heroism
that John Jay had shared with him, probably in 1817, on the Bedford
homestead’s piazza.41
Socializing between the Coopers and the Jays brought Cooper in
contact with Jay family African American servants, including Caesar
Valentine. Cooper’s eldest daughter recalls her youthful visits with
“Auntie Jay” the widow of John Jay’s older brother Peter who lived in
nearby Rye, New York: “We often drank tea with ‘Auntie Jay’; there
were several lovely old blacks in the kitchen, ‘Ceasar,’ and ‘Venus,’ and
‘Lily,’ with whom we were on the most affectionate terms.” These
encounters occurred sometime between 1813 and 1822.42 To be sure,
Cooper did not have to rely on his contacts with the Jays for
observational material on enslaved New Yorkers; his wife’s own
Westchester County family, the DeLanceys, had slaves and former
slaves in their household. Moreover, Cooper’s father, despite his
Quaker background, held slaves in the family’s Cooperstown seat, and
James himself took over from one of his brothers the indenture of a
free Black servant in 1811.43 Nonetheless, the intimacy between the
two families and the source of the novel in John Jay’s conversation
with Cooper suggests that it may have been more than mere
coincidence that The Spy’s major Black character—Caesar—bears the
same first name as one of the Jay family’s long-serving slaves.
Although the biography of Caesar Valentine is sketchy at best and
filled with gaps, the difference between the fictional and the real
Caesar reveal the limits of Cooper’s imagination and characterization.
In the fall of 1797, John Jay, serving as governor of New York, found
himself at wit’s end and looking to rid himself of a recalcitrant slave
named Caesar. Writing his son Peter Augustus from Albany in early
October, John complained that Caesar was “noisy and grumbling—so
much so that the neighbours must have noticed it” despite, the
governor claimed, the family’s good treatment of him. Wrote
Governor Jay: “I cannot readily account for his Behaviour on any
Principle” other than the malign influence of some unknown person.
Dispatching Caesar to Peter Augustus, John placed the matters in his
twenty-three-year-old son’s hands: “keep him” or “sell him, and with
the money buy another.” Caesar, for the time being at least, remained
in Peter’s service, begging, Peter claimed, not to be sold.44
Sometime in 1798, however, Caesar departed the Jays, presumably
running away, and became a sailor. Caesar’s ship landed in Cape
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François, St. Domingue, right in the thick of Toussaint L’Ouverture’s
revolutionary war to secure freedom for the French sugar colony’s
huge enslaved population. Caesar reported to the Jays via another
Black man that he had been seized “& is now a Drummer in
Toussaint’s Army” where, Peter relayed to his father, “he is very ill
used, & extremely desirous to return to me.” Governor Jay responded
from Albany with “pity” and thought that providing the American
consulate in St. Domingue with “an application supported by proper
Documents, might…be made with some prospect of success.”45
The non-fictional Caesar’s actions and attitude contrast sharply
with Cooper’s Caesar, even though once drafted into a genuine Black
revolutionary movement, the real Caesar found himself miserable
enough to appeal to his former masters for rescue. Rather than
comfortably submit to his lot in life or subordinate his ego to one of
the leading statesmen of the day, the Jays’ Caesar tested a governor’s
personal authority to—and even beyond—the breaking point. For his
part, Caesar expressed his dissatisfaction in word and action. As a slave
and as a person, he fully experienced the tensions produced by his
identity, while the fictional Caesar effaced his own, never moving from
ineffectual complaint to concrete resistance.
Moreover, the real Caesar’s encounter, however unintentional,
with the great Black-led revolutionary movement of the era reminds us
that Cooper’s broader portrait of Black loyalism during the American
Revolution was a deep distortion. Westchester County provides ample
evidence of Black initiative. An estimated two-thirds of slaves in
Westchester, or well over two thousand, may have run away from their
masters during the war. The British occupation of Manhattan and
sweeps through the neutral ground of pro-British irregulars provided
the enslaved with opportunities to flee from their bondage. Cooper’s
character Caesar Thompson’s pro-British sentiments provide the
faintest hint of what Black support for the British actually involved.46
African Americans were more likely to find their freedom during the
Anglo-American conflict with the loyalists rather than the patriots, in
part because the British promised freedom to the enslaved who
abandoned their patriot masters and crossed British lines. Such loyalty
to the crown was anything but passive or self-effacing. Blacks actively
joined the British efforts in the Hudson Valley, serving in a combat
capacity, as well as bearers of news and as agents helping both blacks
and white loyalists to make it to British lines. Indeed, as historian
Graham Hodges has shown, neutral ground territories, in particular
northern New Jersey, proved to be an irresistible target for African
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Americans serving the British military to exact revenge against their
former masters.47
Even more obscured in Cooper’s representation is the significant
presence of African Americans amongst American patriot forces in the
patriot war effort. Emblematic of Black participation is the estimate of
one eyewitness that a quarter of patriot forces at Yorktown were
African Americans.48 The Hudson Valley campaigns saw the
participation of Black patriot troops as well. Black patriot troops
suffered casualties at the hands of one of Cooper’s future DeLancey
in-laws in May 1781. An enslaved man named Pompey Lamb used his
role peddling food to British troops to provide key intelligence to
patriot general Anthony Wayne that allowed his troops to storm the
British Hudson River redoubt at Stony Point. Cooper’s Harvey Birch
had a real-life Black counterpart.49
The role of African Americans includes an event that is directly
related to the genesis of The Spy, the apprehension and ultimate
execution of Major John André. James Peterson, a free man of Black
ancestry from Westchester County, played a critical, albeit “unsung”
role in the André affair. André, patriot-turned-traitor Benedict
Arnold’s British handler, was seized by three Westchester County men
and turned over to George Washington as he traversed the neutral
ground. Peterson, a member of the militia, had fired a cannon at the
British ship that, unbeknownst to the patriots, was waiting to ferry
André to safety after his surreptitious meeting with Arnold.50 It was
the controversy that arose in 1817 over the petition of one of André’s
captors for a federal pension that likely prompted John Jay to share the
story with Cooper of espionage in the neutral ground. Indeed, Cooper
refers to André’s fate early in his novel.51
Cooper’s narrative and characterization did little to suggest the
possibility of autonomous Black action in The Spy. Like Cooper’s Caesar,
Blacks donned the uniforms also worn by white soldiers, but not out of
blind, self-denying loyalty. The reflex that the conflict inspired was not
to maintain old attachments, but to actively seek new opportunities for
freedom in a radically changed and charged environment.52
The Caesar who served various members of the Jay family in the
nineteenth century, first as a slave and later for wages, may have
appeared on the outside to more closely approximate the humble
loyalty of Cooper’s Caesar Thompson. But details jump out to paint a
far more complex and interesting portrait.53 He served John Jay’s older
brother Peter, who was blind, on the family’s Rye, New York estate. In
the summer of 1810, Caesar struck and killed a belligerent “vagrant”
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who refused to leave the house after a niece of Peter’s wife had fed the
man.54 Caesar’s willingness to defend his masters’ home and niece
against an intruder certainly indicates a loyalty that may be compared
to the fictional Caesar’s faithfulness. But the blow he struck does not
find a parallel in the physical cowardice and quick retreats into
submissiveness exhibited by Cooper’s character.
Caesar Valentine’s assertiveness in defense of his masters’ house
did not mean, however, that his loyalty to his masters could be taken
for granted. Indeed, during the spring and summer of 1811, Peter
Augustus Jay reported to his father and to his sister Maria that his
Uncle Peter was losing control of his slaves, specifically Caesar and a
man named Peet. Apparently, Uncle Peter had not changed with the
times, the era of gradual emancipation calling for greater leniency and
accommodation. At least that is how Peter Augustus, an active
member of the New-York Manumission Society, saw matters.55 John
Jay’s analysis of the situation in Rye was that his blind septuagenarian
should encourage Caesar toward cooperativeness by offering him
wages. The retired patriot leader was perhaps prompted more by
pragmatism than principle. Replacing the long-time enslaved servants
with new ones seemed unlikely. Once Caesar and others were gone,
new kinds of arrangements would have to be made.56 In any event,
Caesar surely realized that he had leverage in the situation.
Cooper’s comments in The Spy about the disappearance of “[t]he
race of blacks” who “identified…with the welfare of those whom it
was” their “lot to serve” would seem to have some echo on the Rye
estate.57 But Peter Augustus Jay and his father John Jay did not invoke
the old ways with nostalgia; instead, their assessment of change
involved not so much a slave’s sense of loyalty as the means by which
that loyalty might be commanded. Caesar and Peet, far from showing
themselves, in Cooper’s words “incompetent to the attributes of”
freemen, were beginning to manifest those very attributes—refusing to
take orders and likely, at least in Caesar’s case, to respond to financial
incentives to ensure his steady service.58
The long denouement of Caesar Valentine’s story further suggests
how Cooper’s vision of Black slavery and freedom in The Spy
approximated and yet simplified the way the domestic drama of
emancipation might play out, especially in the households of New
York’s elite. When his blind master, Peter Jay, died in 1813, his widow
Mary Duyckinck Jay, the “Auntie Jay” whom Susan Cooper fondly
remembered, inherited ownership of the people he held as slaves. She
manumitted Peet (who subsequently changed his name to Peter
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Johnson) with the expectation he continue to work for her during her
lifetime. She did not manumit Caesar, however, until her own death in
1824, when she also bequeathed him $50 in her will.59
Unlike Cooper’s fictional Caesar Thompson, who was removed
from New York entirely and “died the same year with his master,”
Caesar Valentine outlived his masters, with the death of the last one
leading to his freedom. Caesar then entered the service of Peter
Augustus Jay, who took possession of the original Jay family homestead
in Rye once his Aunt Mary passed away. The final acknowledgement of
his lengthy service came in 1843. In his will Peter Augustus Jay
bequeathed “to Caesar Valentine, a Black man long a servant in my
family an annuity of forty eight dollars a year during his life” along
with a “request my children not to let him suffer if through age or
infirmity he should be unable to support himself with comfort.”60
The temptation to fit Caesar Valentine too neatly into Cooper’s
narrative framework should be resisted. The long attachment to the
Jays reflects how few options Valentine felt freedom presented, and, at
any rate, should not be separated from the rest of his life’s story.
Cooper, of course, would not have known at the time he wrote The Spy
just how long the connection between the Jays and Caesar Valentine
would run. But taken on its own, Valentine’s story further suggests
that loyalty, resistance, and ambiguous connection could not be buried
or so easily consigned to oblivion as Cooper indicated through the
Virginia death of Caesar and his master. Cooper’s fictional Caesar
lacked the depth and pathos revealed even in the outline of Caesar
Valentine’s life—which followed a tortuous path from resistance, to
repatriation, to faithfulness.61 Cooper declined to imagine a Caesar who
outlived his master, let alone one who lived in freedom in the North.
While composing The Spy, had Cooper cared to look beyond the
limited options of loyal domesticity or improvident vagrancy, he would
have found a variety of African American efforts to construct a
durable foundation of freedom as the house of slavery precipitously
decayed in post-1800 New York. As Michael Warner and others have
demonstrated, the African Grove Theater that premiered just as
Cooper was finishing The Spy was one of the most dramatic instances
of Black cultural confidence and explicit rejection of racist
stereotyping in early national New York.62 Numerous churches,
mutual aid societies, and entrepreneurial and political endeavors
emerged, particularly in New York City. In these expressions of
initiative, free African Americans simultaneously sought to meet
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communal needs while keeping an eye on a future in which slavery,
but not the descendants of slaves, would disappear.63
Cooper need not have become a careful observer of free Black life
to be aware of the political implications of his observations about race,
revolution, and emancipation. Peter Augustus Jay and his cousin Peter
Jay Munro each served as President of the New-York Manumission
Society during the 1810s. That organization operated the impressive
African Free School in New York City, lobbied the state legislature for
legal reforms, and combatted kidnapping and other abuses of Black
New Yorkers. Peter Augustus Jay and his venerable father John Jay
publicly opposed the admission of Missouri as a slave state. William
Jay, Cooper’s school chum, privately fumed not only over slavery in
Missouri but also the proposed scheme to exclude free Blacks from
entering the new state.64 And, as previously mentioned, Peter Augustus
Jay eloquently protested plans at the New York State constitutional
convention to deprive free Black men of the vote. In his novel
portraying the birth of a nation, Cooper’s vision of the racial future
diverged sharply from that of the family who helped him to launch his
tale of revolutionary espionage. The novelist chose not to imagine
truly emancipatory alternatives.
Even so, Cooper’s friendship with the Jays continued, but their
correspondence sometimes revealed widening ideological fault lines. In
the midst of the developing crisis over South Carolina’s disdain for
federal tariff laws, Cooper expressed to Peter Augustus Jay sympathy
for the states’ rights position, which was as much about slavery as tax
rates. He asked Peter to place himself in the shoes of white
southerners who bitterly resented northern hectoring over slavery.65
Cooper, needless to say, did not ask Peter to place himself in the
position of South Carolina’s enslaved who produce the wealth and
power which white Carolinians were so zealous to preserve. William
Jay, writing Cooper about the ongoing crises a year-and-a-half later,
tried to get his old friend to see sectional discord from a different
perspective. If the South insisted on making northerners their
“enemies,” war would follow, during which “the Slaves will assert their
rights.” The desire of the enslaved themselves for liberty was natural;
as he put it to Cooper, “What think you—are these Slaves to be the
only portion of the human race that are for ever to be denied the
rights of humanity?”66 The season during which the African Americans
threatened to seize their identity as free people would be perpetual as
long as the injustice of slavery continued.
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Episodes of slavery-provoked sectional crisis shadowed The Spy
from its origins to its subsequently published editions. Cooper’s
narrative took its drama from the deep domestic divisions provoked
by the Revolutionary War. But the novelist continued to emphasize
the imperatives of national unity—a unity that implicitly required
avoiding that kind of serious reckoning with slavery. In a preface of
The Spy that Cooper originally wrote in 1831, amid the nullification
crisis, and that he revised in 1849, amid an emerging crisis over states
carved from the territory the U.S. bought at gunpoint from Mexico,
Cooper alluded to the conversation with John Jay that launched the
novel. He and the great man had discussed the “purifying
consequences of a love of country” during a war for independence
that “had many of the features of a civil war.” The nascent nation not
only survived that conflict but, as he reflected in 1849, had matured
into a mighty power whose army had humbled Mexico. Now, Cooper
commented, the only “enemy” the nation faced was internal division.
He concluded optimistically, “there is much reason to hope that the
same Providence which has so well aided us in our infancy, may
continue to smile on our manhood.”67 To realize that hope, the
problem of slavery would have to be masked, if not repressed entirely.
That proved impossible for reasons people like William Jay
understood far better than Cooper. In America’s next civil war, Caesar
Thompson’s and Caesar Valentine’s successors would don
revolutionary uniforms in a conflict that exploded Cooper’s
anticipation of providence-sanctioned American unity and his fictions
about race, revolution, and emancipation.
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